Response inhibition in Parkinson's disease patients with STN-DBS
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BACKGROUND

‣ Deep brain stimulation (DBS) improves PD motor symptoms,
but also shows noticeable cognitive adverse effects in some patients

‣ E.g. response inhibition (Jahanshahi et al., 2015) - here measured with the stop-signal task
‣ Explanation via interaction between electrode location & individual anatomy?
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FIGURE 4 | Psychophysiological interactions showing negative coupling
between the right internal segment of the globus pallidus (GPi) and the
(A) inferior frontal cortex (IFC), (B) anterior cingulate cortex (ACC), (C)
posterior cingulate cortex (PCC) and positive coupling between the right

STOP-SIGNAL TASK

GPi, and the (D) left temporal cortex with the subthalamic nucleus deep
brain stimulation (DBS) on (longer lines) (shorter lines are DBS off)
during performance of the paced random number generation task in
patients with Parkinson’s disease in the study of Thobois et al. (2007).

ELECTRODE LOCALIZATION

integration method by subtracting the average stop signal delay
(interval between go and stop signals) from the mean go RTs.
van den Wildenberg et al. (2006), Swann et al. (2011), Mirabella
et al. (2012) reported that SSRTs were significantly shorter with
stimulation than with STN DBS off, suggesting that STN DBS
improves inhibitory control on the stop signal task. In contrast,
Ray et al. (2009) found that when PD patients were equated
with healthy controls for baseline SSRTs, STN DBS was associated
with longer SSRTs relative to DBS off. While reactive inhibition (e.g., stopping car when traffic light turns red) is required
in some real life situations, proactive inhibition, the ability to
act with restraint (e.g., not to eat a piece of cake when dieting)
and to inhibit impulsive responding in situations of conflict to
allow time for reflection are also relevant to daily life. Using the
conditional version of the stop signal task, Obeso et al. (2013)
examined the impact of STN DBS in PD on proactive inhibiDORSAL
tion and conflict-induced slowing as well as the SSRT measure
of reactive inhibition. They found that SSRTs were significantly
prolonged with STN stimulation relative to DBS off, whereas relative to healthy controls proactive action restraint was significantly
lower with DBS off but not DBS on. While the mean measure of
conflict-induced slowing was not altered by STN DBS, stimulation produced a significant differential effect on the slowest and
fastest RTs onVENTRAL
conflict trials, further prolonging the slowest RTs
on the conflict trials relative to DBS off
and to controls. These
STN
results indicate that STN DBS produces differential effects on
reactive and proactive inhibition and on conflict resolution. These
differential effects of STN stimulation on the various measures
of inhibitory and executive control may be mediated through
the hyperdirect, indirect and direct pathways, consistent with
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FIGURE 5 | Schematic representation of the stimuli on the stop signal
task (upper part) and also showing the reaction time (RT) distribution
and how the stop signal reaction time (SSRT) is derived as the
difference between mean Go RTs and the average stop signal delay
(SSD) at the point when responses are successfully inhibited on 50%
of the trials (lower part).

TRACTOGRAPHY

the stop signal task, significant activation of a right-hemispheric
“braking” network of STN, IFC, and pre-SMA was described,
in association with both reactive inhibition in response to a
stop signal on “critical” trials and conflict-induced slowing on
“non-critical” trials when the stop signal was presented but had
to be ignored (Aron et al., 2007).
Several studies have examined the effect of STN DBS in PD on
performance of the standard version of the stop signal task and
the SSRT, the measure of inhibition usually derived by applying
the race horse model and using a staircase tracking procedure and
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(PRELIMINARY) BEAHVIORAL RESULTS (N = 8)

‣ Both VENTRAL and DORSAL stimulation in STN relieve motor symptoms (UPDRS-III)
‣ Response inhibition seems largely unaffected at the group level
‣ However, the noticeable individual variation will be investigated using MEG and tractography with larger N
MOTOR SYMPTOMS
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